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Site Selection Process
 What determines the necessity for a site?
 Why are so many sites required?
 How are locations for wireless facilities selected?
 “The Ugly, the Better, and the Best”
 Closing Remarks



Why is a new site necessary? 
 Site locations are determined by detailed radio 

frequency engineering  and network analysis
 Marketing research and customer feedback also 

contribute to site selection
 Accomplishes at least one of following goals:

 Expansion/Coverage
 Increase Network Capacity
 Improve Quality
 Deployment of New technology



Why so many sites?
 Carriers limited to allotted spectrum/bandwidth
 Necessitates the re-use of frequencies
 New smart phones/devices are bandwidth intensive
 Without additional bandwidth, development of new 

sites facilitates increased network capacity



Bandwidth Comparison



Site Selection Process
 RF Engineering Department requests approval for the 

development of a new site
 Once approved, RF issues a “Search Ring” indicating 

geographic boundaries where site is to be located
 Area is surveyed for suitable properties
 Property owners contacted 
 Due diligence performed
 Potential candidates reviewed and primary property 

selected 



Search Ring



Property Analysis
 Potential candidates are reviewed and due diligence is 

performed to determine if the site is:

 “Leaseable” – can a lease be negotiated?
 “Zoneable” – can required permits be obtained?
 “Buildable”  - can the site be constructed?
 RF Objectives – will the site provide the level of service 

required by the RF Engineer



The Ugly



The Better



The Best



Closing Remarks
 Need for new sites is driven by customer demand for 

improved quality and new services/content
 Infrastructure project – means of delivering services 

and content to end users
 Need to develop clear, consistent guidelines for 

development of wireless facilities for all stakeholders
 Carriers want to work with public agencies, elected 

officials and their customers, your constituents, on 
siting issues
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